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COVID-19  
IN INTERIM RETROSPECT: 

WHAT HAS CHANGED IN THE 
WINDBAND WORLD?

JOHN D.  HOPKINS
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Nearly two years on, the Covid-19 pandemic continues 
to redefine our sense of ‘normalcy.’ Despite widespread 
vaccination, the spread of new and more infectious 
Covid variants still limits public gatherings, including 
band activity. For many bands, months of rehearsals and 
concerts have been cancelled, and uncertainty continues 
about the post-Covid future.

In Finland, the optimism portrayed a year ago in ‘Finnish 
Band Experiences During the Covid-19 Lockdown’ (WASBE-
World, September 2020, pp. 15-25) proved premature. 
While rehearsals and socially-distanced outdoor concerts 
did resume during the summer of 2020, restrictions were 
re-imposed in late autumn with the third Covid wave. Most 
rehearsals and performances were again cancelled; activity 
would not resume until summer 2021. Then a fourth Covid 
wave threatened, followed by renewed restrictions. Once 
more, many indoor rehearsals and performances were no 
longer possible.

While both the restrictions and different rules on how 
they should be applied have frequently changed, overall 
they will remain until the nationwide vaccination program 
has succeeded, the incidence of new cases has returned 
to marginal status, and adequate protection against new 
Covid variants seems clear. But exactly when this will 
happen is not known.

Have Bands Been Affected By the Long Covid Breaks?

Have bands been affected by these long Covid breaks, and 
the uncertainty they continue to impose? To some extent, 
it would seem so. One significant loss has been in social 
and community interaction. Both band musicians, and 
bands and their former audiences, have been ‘distanced’ 
from each other. 

Band members have missed rehearsing and performing 
together. During the two summer intervals from the Covid 
restrictions, the joy of just being able to see each other again 
was obvious, as well as being able to play together again. 
Similarly, communities have missed band performances, 
and bands in turn the sense that they were providing a 
meaningful service via their music. Many bands perform in 
hospitals, retirement homes, hospices and similar venues 
in addition to their normal activity. For such audiences, 
both the compassion and the music of these visits had 
been treasured, and was sorely missed.

Other effects of the breaks may not yet be obvious. The 
average age of Finnish band players is relatively high. 
Young, robust players might have a two-year break and 
return even stronger. For those over retirement age, this is 
less certain. Will older players retain their musical skills and 
motivation to play? 

Sivuääni had also needed to rent private space to rehearse for its August Concert, as its normal room in the University Medical School was 

not available due to Covid restrictions. A venue was found in the former Vilpeilä School in Sahalahti, now a private museum and community 

center. (Photo by Markku Uusitalo)
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For many, the long break also had a financial impact. 
Technologically-advanced bands were able to benefit from 
digital revenues, but for others the cancellation of regular 
concerts meant less or no money coming in. Lessened 
public visibility also reduced sponsor income, and may also 
affect the future ability to attract new players. 

Budget limitations also limited the ability of many bands to 
find temporary rehearsal space, even after fully-vaccinated 
players were allowed to play together indoors. Covid 
restrictions still apply to many ‘public’ spaces. For example, 
Sivuääni, the Medical Orchestra of Tampere, normally 
rehearses in the university medical school, but at present 
university Covid policies still restrict ‘outside’ usage.

However, the Rientola Settlement’s Pensioners’ Band, the 
Tampere Fire Department (VPK) Band, and others with 
their own premises could resume rehearsals. In short, 
bands with their own space can now rehearse again, but 
those which had met in ‘public’ spaces often cannot. 
Renting temporary rehearsal space is not an option if the 
band’s budget does not allow it.

Uncertainty about what restrictions may apply from one 
week to the next, or when the seemingly-endless pandemic 
will finally be over, may have also produced a certain 
malaise. A year ago, social media was full of Acapella-type 
video ‘concerts’ by music enthusiasts performing virtually 
to maintain their skills. A year later, there are remarkably 
fewer of these. Is this a sign of weariness or resignation 
from the long Covid breaks? 

What will the effect be when bands are eventually able to 
play normally again? Will their players have continued to 
practice on their own? Will they have retained their former 
skill levels? Will all players return, especially to bands 
comprised primarily of ‘older’ players?

Further, once ‘normalcy’ returns, will audiences also 
return? There are promising signs. During the final month 
of Tampere’s 2021 ‘park concert’ series, with more music 
lovers now fully vaccinated and feeling freer to attend 
public events, audiences were enthusiastic about again 
being able to enjoy live band music, despite the rainy 
August weather. But the question remains whether 
audiences will return when indoor concerts resume, after a 
long period without them, and perhaps still apprehensive 
about Covid. Or will they now have found other interests?

Achievements and Progress As Well …

There have also been positive developments over the 
winter of 2020-21. While most bands were forced to 
suspend activity, some used innovative technologies 
to rehearse and perform remotely, without assembling 
physically. Digital concerts were livestreamed or presented 
via subscription. Activity was maintained, and money came 
in. Models for doing these are now established from which 
all could benefit.

As one example, the Joint Youth Band of the Kotka Regional 
Music School, featured in last year’s article, used the winter 
to refine practices first tried in spring 2020, especially 
with ‘live’ video instruction between the conductor and 
players, recorded video and MP3 rehearsal clips to help 
with tricky musical segments, and distance learning tools 
to prepare players for new repertoire when rehearsals 
are on pause. More was learned about using technology 
properly when teaching remotely, while also promoting 
group identity and a sense of togetherness. Many of these 
new technological aids will be retained even after Covid-19 
has become a distant memory. Further, they are now also 
available for others to implement.

The Volunteer Fire Department (VPK) band, directed by Matti Prepula, also performed in the August Park Concerts, shown here at the Tampere 

Workers’ Museum.
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What Lies Ahead for the Windband World?

In September 2021, the immediate overall future of band 
activity in Finland remains unclear. While bands were 
able to resume socially-distanced rehearsals and outdoor 
performances during the summer, all are not yet able to 
resume ‘normal’ indoor rehearsals and concerts. When 
they eventually do, will they will be able to maintain their 
musical vitality after the long breaks, possibly with fewer 
players or reduced playing skills? Will their formerly 
abundant engagement calendars be rebooked for 2022 
and beyond, or will the long break from public exposure 
result in a diminished appeal for live band music?

The months ahead will answer these questions. Only after 
the long Covid-19 pandemic eventually ends will its real 
impact on the windband world be apparent. 

The ‘Mansetti’ band, directed by Soila Takanen, is a frequent performer in Tampere Park Concerts.


